Filtered Virtual Reference: A New Method for the Reduction of Power Line Interference With Minimal Distortion of Monopolar Surface EMG.
This study tests and validates a new method to remove power line interference from monopolar EMGs detected by multichannel systems: the filtered virtual reference (FVR). FVR is an adaptation of the virtual reference (VR) method, which consists in referencing signals detected by each electrode in a grid to their spatial average. Signals may however be distorted with the VR approach, in particular when the skin region where the detection system is positioned does not cover the entire muscle. Simulated and experimental EMGs were used to compare the performance of FVR and VR in terms of interference reduction and distortion of monopolar signals referred to a remote reference. Simulated data revealed the monopolar EMG signals processed with FVR were significantly less distorted than those filtered by VR. These results were similarly observed for experimental signals. Moreover, FVR method outperformed VR in removing power line interference when it was distributed unevenly across the signals of the grid. Key results demonstrated that FVR improves the VR method as it reduces interference while preserving the information content of monopolar signals. Although the actual distribution of motor unit action potential is represented in monopolar EMGs, collecting high quality monopolar signals is challenging. This study presents a possible solution to this issue; FVR provides undistorted monopolar signals with negligible interference and is insensitive to muscle architecture. It is therefore relevant for EMG applications benefiting from a clean monopolar detection (e.g., decomposition, control of prosthetic devices, motor unit number estimation).